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remaining errors.In this paper, the bias that results from usingnonrandomly selected
samplesto estimate behavioral relationships is shown to arisebecause of
a missing data problem. In contrast with the standardomitted variable
problem in econometrics, in which certain explanatory variablesof a regression
model are missing, the problem of sample selection biasarises because data
are missing on the dependent variable of an analysis.Regressions estimated
on the data available from the nonrandom sample willnot, in general, enable
the analyst to estimate parameters of direct interestto economists. Instead,
such regression coefficients confoundmeaningfulstructural parameters with
theparameters of the function determining the probability that an observation
makesits way into the nonrandom sample.
Sampleselection bias may arise for two distinct reasons.First, there
may be self selection by. the individuals being investigated. One observes
market wages for certain women because theirproductivity in the market
exceeds their productivity in the homeJ Similarly, one observeswages for
union members who found their nonunion alternative less desirable.Finally,
the wages of migrants (or manpower trainees) donot, in general, afford an
estimateof what nonwigrants (nontrainees) would have earned hadthey
migrated(participated in training). In each of these cases,wage functions
fit on the available data do not estimate thewage function that characterizes
a randomly selected member of the general population subject to the titreatmentli
of work, unionism, migration, andmanpower training programs, respectively.
Notethatthis does not imply that the more market productive women
are the ones observed working.
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Moreover, in each case,if itwere possible to obtain the missingwagedata
for either the treatment or nontreatment population, it would be possibleto utilize
simple regression techniques to estimate the parameters of population
functions.Simple comparisons between pre and post treatment wages would
yield unbiased estimates of the economic benefits of the treatment.
Sample selection bias may also arise as a direct consequence of
actionstaken by the analyst. In studies of panel data, itis common to
require that "intact" observations be employed. For example, in analyses
ofthe timeseries of the labor supplyof married women, stability of the
familyunitis often required.for anobservation sequence to be analyzed.
The effect of such criteria operates in precisely the same fashion as
self selection: fitted functions confound behavioral functions with sample
selection functions.
It is fair to say that most competent analysts have been aware of
the possibility of both sources of selection bias. It is also fair tosay
thatthe accepted econometric practice hasbeen to ignore the problem in
makingparameter estimates but to verballyqualify the estimates inlight
ofpossibleselection biases.
Recentwork in econometrics has attempted to improve on previous
work by making specific assumptions about the source of selection bias. In
particular, this work assumes that both the missing data and the available
data are drawn from a common probability distribution, typically assumed
to be a normal law. Except for work by Amemiya (1973) and Gronau (1974), the
authorsof
/thesestudies rely on maximum likelihood estimators to produce parameter
estimates free of selection bias.
In this paper, I present a simple characterization of the sample
also
selection bias problem that is/applicable to the conceptually distinct3
econometric problems thatarisefrom truncated samples andfrom models
1 withlimiteddependent variables. The problem of sample selection bias
isfit within the conventional specification error framework of Griliches
and Theil.A simple estimator isdiscussed that enables analysts to utilize
ordinaryregression methods to estimate models free of selection bias.
Thetechniques discussed here are applied to reestimate and test a
model of female labor supply developed by the autho; (1974). Besides
providing an illustration of the methodology, this application is of interest
in its own right for three reasons: (a) an important variable utilized in
the author's previous analysis, the labor market experience ofwomen, was
incorrectly coded by the primary data source, (b) the simple estimators
discussed here allow for much more extensive testing of the maintained
hypotheses of the previous paper, (c) the method discussed here produces
an initial consistent estimator for the likelihood equations of the previous
paper. This last issue is important because the likelihood function proposed in
the 1974 paper is not globablly concave and hence the issue of selecting
an initial starting value is an important one, since local optima will not
yield consistent estimators.
Four conclusions emerge from the empirical analysis of female
laborsupply that is conducted onthe 1967 National Longitudinal Survey
forwomen age 30—44. First, estimated coefficients of labor supply andwage
functions are quite sensitive to alternative treatment of the labor market
experience of the wife. Recentwork(Heclcian, 1977) suggests that unmeasured
factors that determine participation also determine past work behavior.
Treatingthe wife's labor force experience as an endogenous variable in
participationprobabilities, usingstandard instrumental variable estimation techniques,
'Thisrelationship is spelled out in greater detail in a companion
paper (Hecloan, 1976).4
significantly alters the coefficients of estimated labor supply and wage
functions. Second, in a modalthattreats the labor market experience of
thewife as endogenous, there is evidence that selection bias is an
important phenomenon in the estimates of labor supply functions, but there
is little evidence of selection bias in estimates of the hourlywage
function. Third, the empirical analysis casts some doubt on thevalidity
of the simple model assumed in the 1974 paper. With a minor modification
the basic structure of the model remains intact and concordant with data.
Fourth, conventional measures of labor supply overstate the amount of
measured work, create the statistical illusion of a standard work week and
work year, and considerably understate the true sample variation in labor
supply.
This paper is in three parts. En the first section, selection bias
is presented within the specification error framework. In this section,
general distributional assumptions are maintained. En section two, specific
results are presented for the case of normal regression disturbances. Simple
estimators are proposed and discussed. In the third section, empirical
resultsare presented.
I. Sample Selection Bias as a Specification Error
Tosimplify the exposition, consider a two equation model. Few new
points arise in the multiple equation case, and the two equation case has
considerable pedagogical merit.
Consider a random sample of T observations. The equations for




where is a lxK vector of/regressors, is a K.X1 vector of parameters,




The final assumptionis animplication of a random sampling scheme. Denote
the joint distribution ofIT11, IJ by h(Uii. U2i) which may be a singular
distribution. The regressor matrix is assumed to be of full rankso that
if all data were available, each equation could be estimatedby least
squares, and all parameters would be identified.
Suppose that one seeks estimates of equation Cia) but that data are
missing on for certain observations. The crucial question is "whyare
data missing for certain observations?"
No matter what the answer to this question, one can write thepopula-
tion regression function for equation (la) as
E(YiilX1i)
while the regression function for the subsample of available data is
ECYii!Xii. sample selection rule) — + E(tJjIâampleselection rule),
i1,... ,T1 where, for convenience, the i subscripts are labeled so that the
first CTobservations have all data available. If the conditional expecta-
tion of is zero, the selected sample regression function is the same as
the population regression function. In this case, leastsquares may be
applied to the subsample of the available data to estimate the population
regression function. The only cost of having an incomplete sample is a loss
in efficiency.6
In the general case, the sample selection rule that determines
the available data has more serious consequences. Consider the following
selection rule: data are available on if
while if
we do not obtain observations. Clearly the choice of zero as a threshold
is an fressential normalization. Also, one could define a dummy variable
d. with the properties
(4) diliffY2i>O
d 0iff Y.cU i
so that one could analyze the joint distribution of Y1, di dispensing with
Y2 altogether. The advantage in using theselection rule representation (3)
isthat itpermitsa unified s1mnryof theexisting literature. Utilizing
this representation,one may write
E(U1ilsamPle selection rule)E(UiiIYZi >0)
E(UijlUzi >
—
Inthe case of independence betweenU1 and U2,so that the selection rule
is independent of the behavioral function being estimated, the
conditional mean of is zero.
In general, the conditional mean of the U1 disturbance does not
vanish. Accordingly, the selected sample regression function may be written as7
(5) E(Y1i1X1i. Y2 >0)— + E(tJiijU2i>—
Theselected sampleregressionfunction depends on and X2.Regression
estimatesof equation(la) fit on the selected sample omitthe final term
ofequation (5). Thus the problem ofsampleselection bias, initially
viewedas a missing dependent variable problem may bereformulated as an
ordinaryomitted explanatory variable problem.
Several special cases of this model are of interest. Firstassume
that the only variable in the regressor vector is the constant "1". In
this case, the probability that an observation is included in thesample is
the same for all observations and is not a function ofany explanatory
variables. The conditional mean of is a constant. Ordinary Least squares
estimatorsof equation (la) yield unbiased estimators for slope coefficients
but a biased estimator for the Intercept, andthepopulation variance a11.
The sameanalysisapplies to a more general model withX regressors as
long as the set ofvariables is uncorrelated with the conditional mean
ofu1. In particular, if and X2. are independent random variables,
this analysis continues to hold.
In the general case with nontrivial regressors includedamong the
X2 variables it is unreasonable to expect that the regressors of equation
(la) (i.e., X11) are uncorrelated with the conditional mean ofU1. Accordingly,
leastsquares estimatomof the slope coefficients (81) are biased. Without
further assumptions about the distribution ofU1, it is not possible to sign
the bias. If the conditional mean of the disturbance is well approximated
by the linearterm.us of a Taylor's series expansion, this approximation maybe
substituted in equation (5) andanordinary specification error analysis may
be performed.8
From equation (5), it is evident that a symptom of selection bias
is that variables that do not belong in the true structural equation (e.g.,
elements of not in X11) may appear to be statistically significant
determinants of when regressions are fit on selected samples. For
example, in Gronau's analysis of the selection bias that arises In using
the wages of working women to estimate the potential wage of nonworking
women, variables that affect the probability that a woman works, such as
the presence of children, may appear to affect market wages when, in fact,
no causal association exists. Thus regression evidence that women with
children earn lower wages is not necessarily evidence that there is discrimi-.
nation against such women or that women with lower market experience—as
proxied by children—earn lower wages. Evidence that such extraneous
variables ttexplaintt wage rates may be interpreted as evidence In support of
the selection hypothesis. However, even if no such extraneous variables
appear intheselected sample regressions, estimates of the intercept and
thepopulation variance may be biased.
If one knew the conditional mean of U .orcould estimate it,one lx
couldenter it as a regressor in equation (5)and use ordinary least squares
to estimate the parameters. In the next section, I discuss a method
for estimating the conditional mean for the case of jointly normal disturbances.
Before tuning to this discussion, itishelpful to relate the simple model
presentedhere to previous work in the literature.
The justly celebrated model of Tobln (1958) may be fit within this
framework.(See also Amemiya, 1973.) In Tobin's model, data are missing on
jf<0.Settingtli 6, X11 X, and U1 EU2,the
"Tobit"model arises) The bivariate density h(U1i U2.) becomes degenerate
1Tobinassumed a normal densityof U1. The conceptual logic of his
model does not rely on normality.9
since U11 EU2.Since X and are identical, the conditional mean of
is not orthogonal to and bias is guaranteed for the Least squares
estimators of equation (la) applied to selected samples.
Tobin's model was a major stimulus to later work. Its simplicity
and elegance mask two important ideas that have been confused. Most economists
have interpreted his model as a prototype of a limited dependent variable
model: the range of observed values of the random variable cannot fall
short of zero. Putting Tobin's model this way, it is less interesting.
Most economists are willing to Live with this type of truncation of the
range of a variable and simple transformations can eliminate it (e.g., use
of logs).
The importantfeature of Tobin's model is that a selection rule
0) generates the sample of observed data. Both Cragg (1971) and
Nelson (1975) note that the selectionrule generatingobservations on
need not be as closely related tothepopulation regression function as Tobin
assumed. Their models may be fitwithinthe schema of equations (1) and (3).
For example, consider Nelson's model. is observed if
Yli
>Z2i
whereis a random variable. In terms of the notation of equation (1),
his model becomes —
Y1i
—Z2,2 —0.If >0,Y1is observed
whileif Y .c0, Yis observed tobe zero.1 2i li
Elsewhere, I present a model thatcan befitwithinthe sample
selection framework (Hecknan, 1974). Thismodelwill be elaborated in
SectionIII along with the closely related models of Gronau (1974) and Lewis (1974).
however, that Y1. is not, strictly speaking, a limited
dependent variable since nothingprevents Y1 from becoming negative.10
Inote, in passing, that multivarjate extensions of thepreceding models, while mathematically
/straightforward,may be of considerable substantiveinterest. Two examples
are of fered. One concerns migrants choosing
among K prospective regions.
Each person can be viewed aspossessing K distinct wage functions, one for
each region. If the self selection rule isto choose that region with the
highest income, both the selection rule and thesubsample regression functions
can be simply characterized by an obvious K +1variable extension of the
previous analysis. The second exampleconcerns the measurement of union—
nonunion wage differentials. Eachperson in a hypothetical population can be
viewed as possessing both a union anda nonunion wage function. One self
selection rule, based on the assumption of freedomof entry into unionism,
is to select the unionism status with thehighest wage. Estimators ofwage pooled
functionsbased on/union and nonunion samplesyield biased estimates of the
economic return to unionism ifselectioninto unionism status is nonrandom.
Before concludingthis section, it is useful to clarify three
concepts that are frequently confused in the literature. Thefirst is the
concept of a truncated variable. The second is theconcept of a truncated
sample. The third is the concept of a censoredsample.
A sample is said to be censored when it ispossible to use sample
evidence to estimate the probability thata hypothetical observation will
be observed. This is the situationassumedin the model of equations (1)
and (3). A truncated sample differs froma censored sample because the
probability of sample selection cannot be estimated fromobserved data. A
random variable is saidtobe truncated when its range is limited.Clearly,
randomvariables can be truncated ineither censored or truncated samples.
Also, quite clearly, the operational distinctionbetween a censored and11
trlmcated sample vanishes if there is a prioriinformation about the
probability of sample selection for a hypotheticalobservation. These
categories often overlap. Thus in Tobin'smodel the sample is censored
but the random variable is truncated.
LI. Simple Estimators for the Case ofNormally
Distributed and
In this section, the model ofequations (1), (3) and (4) is derived
for the specific case of jointnormality for U11 and U2. The normality
assumption is used in the models surveyed in SectionI and is a natural
starting point for any analysis. A simple estimatorfor this normal model
is derived and discussed.
The joint distribution of
U1, U2iih(U1i. U21),is a bivariate
normal density fully characterized by theassumptions stated in equation (2).
It is permitted to be singular as in Tobin'smodel. Using well known results











where$ andare, respectively, the density and distribution function far





is the inverse of Mills' ratio, and is the/ordinate of a
standard normal to the tail area of the distribution. There are several
important features of A1.(1) Its denomi.nator is the probability that
a population observation with characteristics is selected into the
observed sample. (2) A(Z)isa monotone increasing function of Z and
hence is a monotone decreasing function of the probability of sample
ax
selection (Z). In particular, lim A10, urn A - and >0.
Zr — Zi_,00 i
Figure 1 displays the relationship between A and •. In samples
A
a
Fig.1—Probability of sample inclusion.
in which the sample selection rule guarantees that all population observa-
tions have an equal chance of being sampled, X(Z) is zero and the leastsquares
estimatorS of equation Cia) has optimal properties.













Ifone could estimateand hence estimate Ai one could enter the latter
variable as a regressor in equation (6a) and estimateS and
12
by
(022) leastsquares. Similarly, if one could measure when >0,as in Tobin's
model, knowledge of and A would permit direct estimation of2 and(022)12.
Representation (6a) reveals that if 012 —0,so that the disturbances that
affect sample selection are independent of the disturbances affecting the
behavioral functions of interest, X may be omitted as a regressor. Thus, if either
A or 012 is zero, or both, least squares estimators of are unbiased.
The full s'atistical model of which equations (6a) and(6b)are
expectations is now developed. One maywritethe model as








E(V2i!X2j, U2 >— X2i82)—0
and
E(VJiVJI!XiiX2, A, U2 >— X2i52)—0
for i &QItis straightforward to demonstrate that
(8a) E(ViIX.Si A,U2 >— X2i52)aa((l
—p2)+P(l+ZjAi —4))








reover, one caneasily establish that
(9) 0< (l+Aizix2) ci.
There are several importantconsequences of this inequality for
the covariance structure of the disturbancesof equations (7a,b).Suppose
that one knows Z andAi. and enters Ai as aregressor in equations (7).
Standard least squares estimators of thepopulation variance ofa11 anda22 aredownward biased estimators of theappropriate parameters. Also, the
standard estimator of the interequationcovariance is downward biased in
absolute value. Note further that if
contains regressors (apart from tilt?)
thevariances ofthe disturbances of equations 7are heteroskedastic. Least estimators
squares/are not CLS estimators, The GLS estimatorshave an interesting
interpretation. Unlikely observations (thosewith low probability of sample
inclusion) receive greater weight thanlikely observations. This follows
because the middle term ininequality (9)is a monctonically increasing
function of the probability ofsample inclusion, '(Z)Accordingly, less
likely observations receive greater weight andobservations with zero
probability of sample inclusion receive thegreatestweight.
TheGLS estimators based on knownXi possess unusual properties,
not fully developed here. In contrast with theusual case for GLS estimators,
parameters of the regression function enter the disturbancevariance. This
is seen most clearly in equations(7a) and (Ba). Using the definition ofp,
presented below the equations (Ba—Bc), thecoefficient on theVariable in
equation(7a) maybe rewritten as pa2 so that the dependenceis explicit.
elementaryapplication of L'Eospitaj's rule reveals that in the
limit,as —+ . andurnE(Vi)0. Similarly, urnE(V11V2) -0and 2 limE(Vii)
(1 —p)a11 . i zi15
Theconsequences of this dependence are interesting although their fun
development is peripheral to this paper. Nonetheless,a brief outline
may be of some interest.
With known one may use least squares to produce unbiased
estimates of the regression parameters of equation (7a):
81 and pa2.
Using the least squares residuals from equation (7a),one may form a
consistent estimator ofll Then, an approximate ctsestimatorthat
convergesin distribution to the true GLSestimatormay be found by
estimating equation (7a) by weighted least squares with theestimated
wcights obtained from equation (8a).Animportantfeature of this problem
round
is that one/GLS estimators are not asymptotically efficientcompared to the
appropriate likelihood function estimates which are basedon a truncated
bivariate normal distribution with known points of truncations.2
The preceding analysis appears tobesomewhat beside the point since
asa practical matter one does not knowZ and A andhence one cannot
directlyestimate equation (7a). But in the case of a censoredsample, it
is possible to compute the probability that an observationhas missing data
sothat itis possible to use probit analysis to estimate and hence A.
Enthecase of a truncated sample this is not so. However ifprior
information is available on the probability thatis observed itispossible
1Denote the residualsby V .SinceAand Z areknown, and since
pa11 is estimated, one can estimate






This yields a consistent estimate of the variance that isguaranteed to be
positive. Note, however, that nothing in the procedureguarantees a value
of p inside the unit interval although inlarge samples it must lie in
thatinterval.
2This is so because p anda11 appearin the regression coefficients and in the variance so the information matrix isnot block diagonal. An iterativeestimator basedonthe initial consistentestimates previously discussed is asymptotically efficient16
.oestimate andsothat prior information on the probability of
sample inclusion eliminates the distinction between censored andtruncated
samples.
In the censored case, the probit likelihood function is
(10) —It
i=l
wheredi denotes the event "observation fy1•" Under the standard conditions
for identification in probit analysis (see Nerlove andPress, 1976),one
mayconsistently estimate 82/42, andhence and A1. The estimated
maybesubstituted for the actual Ai in the preceding analysis.
InAppendix A, the asymptotic distibution is derived for the least
squares estimator based on an estimatedinstead of the actualA. The
least squares estimators are consistent andasymptoticallynormally distributed.
Moreover,in the important special case of the null hypothesis ofno selection
bias (e.g.,012 —0in equationCia)), the standard least squares estimator
ofthe variance—covarlance matrix of the regression coefficientsis the
appropriate estimator. However, if0120, the standard estimator is inappro-
priate and the formula (A4) in Appendix A should be used instead.
As in the case of exact GLS estimators based on known values of
approfm-teGLS estimators are not asymptotically efficient nor dothey converge
indistribution to GLS estimators based on knownA except in the important
special case of a null hypothesis of no selection bias. To achieveasymptotically
efficient estimators, maximum likelihood estimators must beemployed. The
estimators suggested here provide initial consistent estimai.ors forthe likelihood
equations so that a one step iteration (Rothenberg and Leenders, 1964)yields
estimatesthat are asymptotically efficient. Thus the task of computing efficient
estimates is simplified and the problem of locating astarting value Eor likelihood16-A
functioniterations is resolved. Elsewhere (Heckman, 1976) it is shown that
for one problem the initialconsistentestimators discussed here closely
approximatethe likelihood maximizing parameter estimates.17
LII. New Estimates of Female LaborSupply Functions
and Wage Functions Free of Selection Bias:
New Tests of an Old Model
A.The Model
Inthissection, the techniques of Section II are appliedto estimate
thelabor supply and wage functions of marriedwomen. In the absence of
fixed costs of entering and exiting the labormarket, andunderthe assump-
tion that workers are free to choose their hoursof work, two functions
fully characterize the labor supply decision.
The first function is the marketwage function for the woman, Y1,
definedby equation (la). The second function is thereservation wage that
recordsthe value that a woman places on her time ifshe does not work
(W).
Ilthe market wage exceeds the reservationwage (Y1i >Wt),a woman works
and her hours of work adjust so that inequilibrium the marginal value of
her time equals her marketwage rate.
morefully Undercertain simplifying assumptions elaborated/elsewhere(Heckman,
1974a),hoursofwork, hi are proportional to the gap between marketwages
andreservation wages. Denoting this proportionality factorby l/y, and
letting




(llb) E(hiIXii, i' Yzi >0)—
E(Y2iIX11. X2,Y2 >0)—
y y 2i 2i
—2i2
(llc) 1>018
This model differs from the sample selection model ofequations Cia)
and (lb) in one important respect. Unlike thecase in equation (ib) there is
information aboutup to a factor of proportionality (l/y) if a woman
works (Y21 >0).The decision function that characterizes labor forceentry,
which is the sample selection rule for thismodel, is closely related to the
hours of work equation. The model of Lewis (1974)and Gronau (1974) is
exactly the model of equations Cia) and (lb) and does not utilizethe potential
source of information that closely links the participation decisionand the
labor supply function.
Frominspectionof equations (lla) and (llb), it is clear that both
wage and hours of work functions may be subject to selection bias. Least
squares estimators of the wage and hours functions fit for workingwomen
confound the parameters of the sample selection function withthe parameters
of the behavioral functions of interest.
This is not to say that estimates ofwage or labor supply functions
fit on subsainpies of working women are of no interest. Aregression model
that deletes the conditional expectation of the error termsapproximates a
function with a well defined interpretation. Considerequation (lib). The
same set of variables (X2) appears in the regression function and in the
conditional mean of U2. If one deletes the conditionalmean, to a first order




Thusordinary least squares coefficients estimate the effect of a variable
moving along the behavioral function, the first term, and the effect of
the variable in sorting people out in the tastedistribution, the second
term.19
Toclarify this decomposition, a concreteexample may be helpful.
Let vector consist of one variable——say, ability
to perform market tasks.
Ability is expected to increase the supply of hoursto the market for a
working woman >0). Moreover, ability is expected toincrease the
probability that a woman works. But this means thatas one samples across
working women with greater ability one issampling women with progressively
3E(u21ju21 >— X282)
lower average tastes for work <0 .Thusthe regression
2i
coefficient on the ability variable isa downward biased estimate of
2Iy.
Estimates of answer the question "what is theaverage effect
of an additional unit of abilityon the labor supply ofwomen already
working?"Economic theory provides a guide to thesign and magnitude of this
coefficient.Estimates of answerthe question"whatis the change in the
average-labor supply of women when onemoves across ability groups?" These
estimates give the basic ingredientsrequired to estimate the aggregate labor
supply curve. Given a distribution ofabilityin the population, one can
add up the average laborsupply at each ability class tocompute aggregate
labor supply.1 Typically,economic theory does not directly yieldpredictions
about this parameter which combinesparameters describing movements along a
givenlabor supply function with theparameters determining the entry of workers into the labor force.
The parameter ify plays a crucial role inthis analysis, and may
be interpreted as the uncompensated effectof a change in wage rates on
labor supply. From equationCUb) itisnot clear how this parameter maybe
estimated. Recall that '1is defined as the difference between market 2i
wages and reservation wages —W).To demonstrate how y canbeestimated




1Nore precisely,equation (lib) multiplied by the probability that a
woman works, yields an estimate of theaverage hours supplied to the market
by women with traits :c.,iizi20
and notethat
Y2 Y1 —WX1151 —NiIP 1 (12) E —
Thenit is clear that if one variable appears inthat does not appear
in Ni. such as the market human capital of the wife, given estimates of
equation(lla) one can estimate both y and 4. Note, too, that one can
the
follow conventions in simultaneous equation theory to avoid/multiplicity
of estimates of y that arise in the overidentified case if one inserts
estimates of S1 (obtained from (ila)) to generate a predicted value of
wage rates in (12),i.e., denoting such estimates by 5, estimating
(55) y y ii i•r]il 1
wherethe final term vanishes in large samples.
The crucial feature of labor supply function (12) is that the supply
of labor is assumed to be a function of the gap between marketwages and
reservation wages. This gap, in turn, is a measure of the probability that
awoman works.Thus astrong assumption of this formulationis that a
woman more likely to work is also more likely to supply more labor when she works.
Overthe empiricallyrelevant range,the labor supply curvemay
and Hanoch(1976)
becomebackward bending (y <0).Moreover, as noted by Cogan (1975)/,fixed
costsof entry and exit nay alter the simple relationship of equations (lib)
and (12), and may even result in opposite signs for the effect of certain
variableson labor supply and participation.
As anexample,consider the effect ofmoneycosts of child care.
Holdingeverything else the same, thegreater the number ofpreschoolchildren,
the greater the cost of child care and hence the less likely is the event that21
awoman works. However, given that a woman works, greater expenditure
on child care results in a reduction of income and hence anexpansion in
hours worked if leisure time is a normal good. Time indivisibilitiesin
the availability of child care, and commutation costs tendto reinforce
the work increasing effect of child care costsJ
It is straightforward to extend the model of equations (ha)—(lic)








As before, a woman works, and her hours are positiveif and only if >0.
Anoteworthy feature of equations (13b) and (l3c) is that the same set of
variablesdetermine the participation decision and the quantity of hours
supplied. Under the null hypothesis that equation (llb) iscorrect, 82 and 33
33 are equal up to a constant ofproportionality (82—)andthe joint distri-
bution oftheis a singular trivariate density. Assuming normality for
1Obviously, time costs decrease leisureconsumed but need not decrease
hours of work. Writing the leisure demand function in terms ofwage rates W
andfull income (W'r+ A) whereA is asset income and T is total time available,
LF(W, WE + A), aL/aT a
F2w,
8h/3T n(1—
F2W).Since F2 is positive the sign of
the!¾$iguoiis. Ceteris paribus thehigher the market wage rate, the more
likely is it the case that time and money costs operate in the same direction.22
theUone can write
(34a)
E(Y1iIX21,Y2 > a +
(a22)lfi
(l4b) E(Y31 —hjjX2i.Y2 >0)— +
()hI2X
1 usingthe same definition ofA1 given before.
B. Main Empirical Results
The data utilized in the empirical analysisare a sample of 1735
women taken from the 1967 National LongitudinalSurvey of Work Experience Of
Women Age 30—44(The"Parties" data) who are white, married withspouse
presentwith husbands working in the previousyear (1966). A woman is
classified as working if she worked forcay in 1966 and satisfied the other
sample selection criteria. Using this definition, 812 of thewomen work in
1966. The primary data source is described elsewherein detail (Shea, et al.,
1970). A more complete description of themeansofthe data used here and
the sources of sample attribution is provided inAppendix A.
Given current professional ignorance about theappropriate dimension
of labor supply, a variety of measures could beanalyzed. Instead, a careful
erami nation of the available datasuggests that only one reliable measure is
available: annual labor supply as defined bydividing annualearningsin
1966by a questionnaire wage asked in early 1967. A superficialinspection
of the data source suggests that a directmeasure of labor supply is available
1Note thatequation (13c) is cast in terms of hours of work.
Technically speaking, hours should be treated as a limited dependent variable.
In the empirical analysis presented below, Iignore this complication. Since
hours of work distributions are concentrated faraway from zero, anditis
possible to use log hours rather than hours in a moregeneral formulation.23
by taking the product of weeks worked in 1966 and "usual hoursworked."
However these data are not usable since "weeks worked"includes vacation
time and sick leave—two important margins of adjustmenè.Inspection of
the histograms of both weeks worked and annual hoursdefined as the product
of weeks worked and average weekly hours,suggests too much bunching of
hours in standard reporting intervals. Appendix Cpresents the histograms
for the measure used as well as the standard measures!&iimportantpoint
to note in these histograms is that the distribution of annual hoursof
work, properly measured, shows much less of the bunchingaway from zero
hours of work that is manifest in conventionalmeasures of labor supply.
It is precisely this artificial bunching that has stimulatedrecent work
that introduces fixed costs into the analysis of laborsupply behavior
(Rosen, 1974). Accordingly, it is not surprising to find the result
reported below, that with a proper measure of labor supply, there is much
less evidence in favor of models with fixed costs of work.
Lone disadvantage of thechoice of labor supply measure that is
offered in the text is that some women who work in 1966 did notsupply a
questionnaire wage. Only five percent of the sample is lost for this
r eas on.24
The specification of the economic relationships isconventional
andrequireslittle comment. Following Mincer(1974),the logarithm of
wagerates is assumed to depend on schooling and marketexperience.
Experience is defined as the number of years sinceleaving school that a
woman has worked six months or longer. Following muchprevious research,
femalelabor supply is postulated to depend onwage rates of the head and
wife,the presence of children, family assets and wife'seducation.
Recent work by the author (Heckman (1977))presents evidence that
thelabor market experience of the wife cannot betreated as an exogenous
variable in the participation decision. (Evidenceon this is offered below.)
This variable records the wife's previous workhistory and is highly correlated
with unmeasured determinants of current labor forceparticipation. The
empirical analysis discussed below explicitly deals with theendogeneity issue
and considerable evidence is found for endogeneity ofexperience in labor
supply and participationequations but little evidence for endogeneity in
wagefunctions. Estimates of labor supply functions thatpurge "experience"
of its endogenous component produce more plausiblelabor supply estimates.
The structure of the discussion of the empirical results isas follows.
First, estimates of equation (l3b) are discussed. Then estimates of the labor
supply and wage functions are presented. Finally, some tests of thesimple
model of equations (lla) and (lib) are performed in aseparate section.
Table 1 records the estimates of the (a2) normalized coefficients
of equation (l3b) which generates the probabilitythat a woman works. The
first column presents estimates based on theassumption that experience is
exogenous. The second column presents estimates based on predicted experience.
The instrumental variables used to predictexperience are reported below the
table.25
TABLE 1
PROBIT ESTIMATES OF THE PARATERS DETERMINING THE



















Assets .436x107 (.25) .619x10_6 (.29)
Eusband's hourly wage
rate($/hr.)
—.177 (8.0) —.167 (7.81)
Wife's labor market
experience (yrs.)
.098 (15.0) .046 (1.81)
Wife's education .080 (15.3) .074 (5.3)
Log likelihood —920.9 —1073.1
Observations 1735 1735






The Instrumental variables used to predict experience are linear and squared
termsforchildren Less than six, 1967 assets, husband's age, husband's education,
husband'shourly wage, wife's education, andinteractions of all linear terms.26
As expected from a reading of the literature, the presence of small
children, and a higher husband's wage rate lower the probability that a
randomly selected woman works. Women with greater education are more likely
to work. For both sets of estimates,greater work experience raises the
probability of participation although both the size of the effect, and its
statistical significance, are diminished when predicted experience is used
in place of the actual variable in the estimation of the probit coefficients.
A straightforward application of the Wu (1973)) test rejects the null hypothesis
that"experience" is uncorrelated with the error terni in (l3b)
Following the methodology outlined in Section CI, the robit
coefficient estimates maybeused to conaistentlyestiinate 8z/22, zand
henceA(Zi). Hourly wage regressions with andwithoutthese estimated regressors
are presented in Table2which also presents some evidence onthe endogeneity
ofexperience inthe wage function. Column 1 presents the estimates of the
traditionalwage function.The estimates of the traditional equation
corrected for censoring, but assuming experience to be endogenous, -are
presentedin column 2. There is some indication of sample censoring but it
is not overwhelming. The test statistic on "A" in column 2 isonly marginal, and
the wage coefficient estimates are essentially unchanged from column 1. Columns
3 and 4 record
the results of an analysis that predicts experience and tests whether or not
regression specifications based on predicted experience differ significantly
from regressionspecifications with actual experience. Inspection of the Wu
statistic on the bottom line of colus 3 and4suggest that the endogeneity
1TheWu test as used here consists of entering both "experience" and
the residual of "experience" from predicted "experience" in the probit function.
If the coefficient on the residual is significantly different from zero, one
rejects the null hypothesis of uncorrelatedness of experience with the error
term. The test statistic for this model gave a "t" of 2.1.27
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ofexperience is not an important issue in the estimation of the coefficients
of the wage function. In my judgment, the bestwage function is the tradi-
tional one recorded in column 1, but there is little to choose frombetween
the estimates presented in column 1 and those presented In column2.
The story with respect to the estimates of the laborsupply functions
is different. There is strong evidence for both samplecensoring and
of experience.
endogeneity/ The estimates of the traditional regression specificationare
displayed in column 1 of Table 3. These estimates are inagreement with
those in previous studies and require little comment. Theregression estimates
recorded in column 2 are unreasonable. There is little evidence ofsample
censoring, but the coefficients of the equation are not fit with much precision.
Column 3 differs from column 1 in that experience is treated asan endogenous
variable. The result of the Wu test applied to this equationstrongly rejects
the null hypothesis that experience is an exogenous or predetermined variable.
Column 4 displays the estimates of the labor supply functionaccounting
for sample censoring and endogeneity of experience. The nullhypothesis that
experienceis predetermined andthe null hypothesis of no censoring are both
rejected.Accordingly, the estimates in column 4 are offered as the best in
this table.
A comparison of columns 3 and4reveals important differences. Except
for insigificant coefficients, all of the slope coefficients in the labor
supply equation presented in column 4 are larger in absolute value than the
coefficientsincolumn 3. The elasticity of labor supply in the column 3
estimatesis high but not too much outside the range of estimates presented
by Schultz (1975, p. 31). The elasticity of 4.5 derived from the specification






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Theimportant point to note is that traditional estimates ofthe
coefficients of labor supply functions of workingwomen confound two effects:
movement along a given labor supply function for workingwomen and movement
across taste distributions. Thus, for example,presence of an additional
child under six has a dramatically negative effecton hours of work for
a working woman (—925 hours reduction in supply).But working women with an
additional child have a greateraverage taste for market work since only
the most work prone women remain at work after theimposition of a child.
The two separate effects for each variablecan be combined and
evaluated at the sample mean. The result of suchcombination is displayed
in column 5. By and large there is closeagreement between the coefficients
of column 3, which are estimates of the combinedeffect, and the coefficients
in column 5. In particular, the estimates of thewage elasticities are in
very close agreement.
The conclusion to be drawn from the laborsupply analysis is that
traditionalmethods of estimating labor supply functions givea downward
biased <in absolute value) estimate of the true effect ofeconomic variables.
The wtimatespresentedhere reveal a strong behavioral response towage
change which is not discordant with previous estimates, but whichcasts a
new light on their interpretation.
The estimated labor supply elasticity reported in column 3 (1.99)
isquite similar to an estimate of .2.3 reported by Haney Rosen whouses
thesame data set.1 Rosen's estimated elasticity combines the effect of a
the labor supply of already
wage change on! working women with the effect of a wage change in altering
1See Rosen (1976).31
the composition of the sample ofworking women. Thus his estimate is
compared with the estimate in column 3, and isan understatement of the
effect of a wage change on the laborsupply of women already working.
A final feature of the estimatespresented in column 4 is worth
noting. The coefficient on "A" is large andpositive. This suggests that
unemasured factors that raise the probability ofparticipation also tend
to increase the volume of labor supplied to themarket. The sign of the
correlation is in accord with that predictedby the simple model of
equations (ha) and (llb).
C.Tests of the Simple Model of Equations
(lla)—(llb) andakevised Model
En this section, some informal tests of thesimple model of
equations (ila) and(llb)are conducted. Most, but not all, of the
restrictions predicted by themodel are inaccord with the data. An
expanded version of the simple model is offered thatallows for the effect
of variation in the availability of informalday care arrangements that is
documentedelsewhere (Heckman, 1974) aswell as variation in the fixed costs
of work examined by Cogan (1975) andHanoch (1975). The structure of this
section is as follows. First, informaltests are discussed. Then, a
revised model is offered.
As previously noted (page 21), one implication of thesimple model
of equations (lila) and (ilb) is proportionality betweenthe estimates of
ajail' 2from the probitfunction and theparameters of the labor supply 2 22 a1/2 1/ function$3 (i.e., 83 =(1 )$21a222).
Theconstantof proportionality is
predictedto be positive.
The ratios of the probit coefficient estimates (taken from column 2
of Table 1) to the hours of work coefficient estimates(presented in column31-A
4 of Table 3) are displayed in Table 4. Given thesampling error in estimating
these coefficients, the ratios are remarkably close toeach other. The
agreement is closer yet if one examines only the ratios of coefficientsthat
are statistically significant in both equations. These ratiosare denoted
by an asterisk.
A second test of the simple model is available. Fromequation (7b)
and Cub), one canwritethe hours of work function as
1/2
h "—(-z +A)+'1v i y i iy 2i
The variables In parentheses can be estimated from theprobit coefficients.
From equation (Sc), the variance in the residual in the secondterm is given
by
1/2




RATIO OF PROBIT COEFFICIENTS (S2/a2) TO LABOR SUPPLY
FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS (3)
Nbr. of Husband's Wife's labor
Children Hourly Wage Market Wife's Intercept Less than 6Assets Rate Experience Education
—3* ...3 —3* 3 —3* .23x10 .53xlO .19x].O .61x10 .36x].0 .62x10
*Denotes a ratio of coefflcientsthat are statistically significant at conventional levels' in both relationships.
TABLE 5
ESTIMATES OF EQUATION 15
Standard Error of
k Estimate
(From regression coefficient) (From regression residuals)
1424 (t stat, is 46) 1221
TABLE 6
LABOR SUPPLYCOMPARISONSWIThTHE "TOBIT" MODEL
"Tobit" Estimates from
Estimates Table 3,Column4
Nbr. of children —658.5 (9.5) —925.1(2.78) less than 6
Assets ($) .24x10'2(.9) .axio2C.
Husband's hourly —201.4 (7.6) —275.4 (2.5)
wage rate ($/hr.)
Wife's experience* yrs. 87.02 (5.1) 128.9 (3.4)
Wife's educationyrs. 88.0 (5.1) 119.5 (2.5)
Intercept —669 (2.0) —1755
Estimated standard
1/2 errorof regression (a22 Li) 1409 ...
Ln likelihood ...7595,53
*
Predictedexperience as definedin Table 1.33
Thus anothertest of the simple model can be conducted. Runtheweighted
interceptless regression
(15) hivi —k(_Z+ Xi)w+
where w —(1+ —xY1"2. Theregression coefficient is a consistent
estimator of which is the square root of the residual variance in
the estimated equation. A test of the simple model isto compare the square
root of the estimated residual variance with the regression coefficient.
This comparison is made in Table 5. Theagreement between the two estimates
is remarkably close. Moreover, as previously discussed inthe first paragraph
of this section, the constant of proportionality estimated inTable 4 is
the inverse of a32íyUsing.6x103 asan estimate of the average ratio,
1/2 another estimate ofa22 /y is 1666, again a number close to the regression
coefficient estimate.
Other informal tests of the simple model are possible. Ifequation
(lib) is the labor supply function, the model of Tobin, discussed insection
one ("Tobit") is anappropriate description of the labor supply function.
EstimatedTobit coefficients are displayed in Table 6. "Tobit" underestimates
(in absolute value) the coefficients of the labor supply function)Except
for the intercept term, each "Tobit" coefficient is about seven—tenths of the
corresponding coefficient of the unrestricted labor supply estimates, repro-
duced in the second column of Table 6. Note, however, that the estimated
standard error of the Tobit regression (1409) is remarkably close to the
previous estimate (1424) obtained from equation (15).
1This understatement ofTobit coefficients suggests that the Shultz
(1975) estimates of female labor supply elasticities, based on Tobit, are
downward biased.34
Atthis point it may be helpful to take stock of what has beenlearned.
The simple citadel is almost right. The "Tobit" estimates ofthe slope
coefficients are smaller (in absolute value) than the initialconsistent
estimates, but by a constant of proportionality (.7). The only discordance
in this pattern comes in the estimates of the interceptterms. The Tobit
intercept is disproportionately larger than the unrestricted laborsupply
intercept than the ratio of slope coefficients would suggest isappropriate.
The model of equations(lla)—(llc) and(12) may be modified slightly
to rationalize this pattern. First review the economics of the simple model.
To focus ideas suppose the wage function (corresponding toequation (ila)) is
(l6a) W=a0+a1E+u
while the reservation wage function (i.e., value of time) is
(16b) W*y0+y1h+y2A+c
where c, U are disturbances, E is (exogenous) experience, A is asset income
and his timenot spent at home. The simple theory assumes thata1 >C,
>2
>0.Awoman, works if W >W*at zero hours of work, i.e.,
(17)
Her labor supply function is obtained by equating (16a) and (lób) when
inequality (17) is met, i.e.,
(18) h _! (a0 +a1E — — y2A)÷￿s
1135
Suppose that there are work related costs such as day care and
other household expenses. Recent evidence (Heckinan, 1974b)suggests that
some women have access to limited quantities of low cost day care andother
household services from friends and neighbors. Ananalytically simple way
to characterize such limited availability of low cost substitutes isto
flew it as an augmentation of the woman's time budget thatexpands available
time by less than one hour for each hour workedup to some given number of
working hours. A consequence of the limited availability of low cost
substitutes is a discontinuity in the labor supply function at thegiven
number of hours.
At'
Figure 2 illustrates this case. The solid line/is the labor supply
curve for a woman of given characteristics who uses market substitutes for




be available at fixed marginal prices. The reservationwage for such women
is given by A.1 The line, BEFO, illustrates a labor supply curve for
recently discussed by Brunt (1976), no unique reservation wage is






awoman who has accessto informalsources that (imperfectly) replace her
time athome upto h* hours. Note that this woman hasalower reservation
wage,B, thanthe other woman, but that beyond h* hours, ittakesa greater
wagerate to induce her to work more hours. This is so because of the wealth
effect that arises from her access to low cost sources, and from theassumption
that leisure is a normal good. The population of all women containsa
mixture of women with the two types of labor supply functions.
In a general model it is plausible that both slopes andintercepts
of labor supply functions are affected by the limited availability of low
cost substitutes for the woman's tine. Before more elaborate models are
explored it is usefultoexaminemorefullytheimplications of the simple
model depicted in Figure 2.
Given a-distribution of the two types of labor supply functions in the
population, andgiventhat some women with a "broken" labor supply function
have hours of work in excess of h*, theaverage reservation wage in the
population is less than the average of the intercepts of the labor supply
functions,Ina model thatignoresinterpersonal variation in the cost of
householdsubstitutes, the twomeasures coincide so that the average of the
intercepts is the average of the reservation wages. An important consequence
of the inequality of reservation wages andinterceptsis that anyempirical
procedure that constrains the intercept of the labor supply equation to be
the reservation wage understates the effect of wages (and other variables) on
labor supply. This insight is important because the model of equations (lla)—
(llb) and the Tobit model both impose this constraint on the data.
To establish this result intuitively, note that using equations (16a)
and(1Gb),equation (18) can be written as
labor supply curve to A defines a wage that plays the same role as the
reservation wage in a model with no work related costs.37
h -(w-w*)
so that the wage that just induces a woman to work a positive number of
hours is the reservation wage w*. In terms of the notation ofFigure 2,
A v*. If one constrains the intercept of the labor supplycurve to be
the reservation wage, when the "broken line" function BEFG describessome or
all of the data, one underestimates the response of hours towage rates as
well as the intercept in the labor supply equation. See the dashed line
B'G' in Figure 2. One can prove that "Tobit" and the model ofequation
(llb) impose this constraint on the fitted function.
By way of contrast with these results, it is helpful. to consider a
model with fixed costs of work. For simplicity consider money costs of
work. As both Cogan (1975) and Hanoch (1975) have shown, the affect of
fixed costs of work on labor supply is that women who work at all must work
a minimum number of hours, say h, to recoup the fixed costs. The reservation
wage is raised over a case without fixed costs. This model is depicted
in Figure 3. Ecre the standard labor supply function for a woman of given
characteristics is indicated by a solid line while the modified labor supply
function is indicated by a dashed line. Asbefore,"A" denotes the reservation








fixed costs of work. In the presence of fixed costs, the reservationwage
is greater and the level of the supply function is higher reflecting the
assumption that leisure is a normal good, and that fixed costs subtract from
income. Unlike the situation in the preflous case, the average of the
reservation wages exceeds the average of the intercepts. Thus any model
that constrains the intercept of the labor supply function to equal the
average of the reservation wages overstates the effect of wages (and other
variables) on labor supply)
The empiricalresults reported inTables 4 and 6 favor the model of
differential access to low cost substitutes for tine in the home over a model
with fixed costs in a dominant role. "Tobit" underestimates thereponse of
labor supply to a change in economic variables, and the Tobit intercept is
higher than the intercept of the unrestricted labor supply function, an
implication of a model in which the true reservation wage is less than the
intercept of the labor supply equation. Finally, note that the only modif i-.
cation required to make equations (lla)—(llb) consistent with data is
relaxation of the interequation proportionality of intercepts. The corres-
ponding interequation slope coefficients are related by a common factor of
proportionality.
2
argument is made by both Cogan (1975) and Hanoch (1975). These
effectswould also arise if employers offered"tied" packages of wages and
hours if each individual had his own "best" minimum hours offer in the market.
Inthis case, the labor supply function for the tied case would coincide over the relev
range/with the standard labor supply function, but the average of the intercepts
would understate the. reservation wage.
2Another implication of the modified model that the correlation
between the disturbances of the labor supply function and the participation
equationneed not be unity because there is a source of variation in the
labor supply function that does not effect the participation equation
(maximumavailabilityof close substitutes h*).38-A
The choice of the dependent variablecrucially affects the Outcome
of such tests. In results notreported here, use of the conventionalmeasure
of labor supply defined as the product of "usualhours per week" and"usual
weeks" leads to precisely oppositeimplications, i.e., one wouldaccept a
model of fixed costs. But as previouslynoted, the standard measures induce
the illusion of fixed costs viareporting error that overstates the extent
of labor supply and the fiequency ofoccurence of standard reporting
intervals so that empirical analyses basedon this measure of labor supply
yield misleading conclusions.39
Summary andConclusions
In this paper, the bias that results fromusing nonrandomly selected
data is discussed within the specification error frameworkof Griljches and
mail. A computationally tractable technique is discussedthat enables
economiststo utilize simple regression techniques to estimatebehavioral
function free of selection bias.Asymptotic properties of the estimator
are developed.
A modal of female labor supply andwagerates is estimated with this
technique. The empirical results suggest that selection bias isan important
problemin estimating labor supply functions but is lessimportant in
estimating wage functions. Very high estimates of the elasticity of female
laborsupply are derived but these are shown to be consistent withconventional
estimates that ignore selection bias. The labor forceexperience of the wife
is shown to be an endogenous variable in laborsupply equations but not in
wage functions.
Some informaltestsof the model of Beckman(l974a)are presented.
Manyimplicationsof the model appear to be in accord with the data butan
expanded model that introduces the notion of limited householdaccessibility
to low cost substitutes for the wife's timeappears to fit the data better.
With a proper measure of labor supply, the implications ofa model with fixed
costs of work in a dominant role are rejected by the data.APPENDIX A*
The Asymptotic Distribution of Estimators
Based on anEstimated
Fornotational convenience rewrite equation (7a) in the text











Estimates of A are taken from probit functions fit on the full sample of T












RemarksbyTakashi Amemiya stimulated this section. Of course, he
is not responsible for anyerrors.
4041
Itis useful to bear inmindthat the sample size for the probitestimates
(T) exceeds the sample size used to estimateequation (A2) (T1).
The fact that X converges in probability todoes not imply that
leastsquares estimates of a12ia2 based onA converge in distribution
to an estimate based on a known but convergence,in probability does
imply consistency of the least squares estimator.
There are three cases to consider: Case 1:a12 —0 Case 2; —
constant.Case 3: The general case.
CaseOneis an important special case. Clearly, under thenull
hypothesis that °i2 co (i.e.,thatthere is no selection bias) the regression
estimator based on an estimatedA converges in distribution to the estimator
based on known A. This result is useful inpractical work because of the
importantnature of the nullhypothesis.
Case2 is uninteresting. If no variables affect theprobability of
sampleselection, it is not possible to estimate a12fa2as long as
contains an intercept term. If the intercept issuppressed, Case 2 is a
specialcase of Case 3 below.
Case3is the general case and its development willrequire some
argument.Sampling is assumedtobe "fixed in repeated samples" sampling.
There are L distinct data patterns(x.x2 ), tl,...,LAssumeL large
£ £
enough so that all parameters of equation (7a) can be estimatedas sample
size increases (this requires at leastK1 + 1 distinct X2 configurations
2. and at least K2 distinct
x11patterns).
I
Foreach configuration, indexed by 2., the number of observations
T




1Theensuingpropositions are true for more general data schemes but
"fixedin repeated samples" sapling is conceptually simple and appropriate
to the survey data analyzed in thebody of the paper.42








We seek the distribution of the terms
T A(A —A )'(z )TA V t(z )
°12
£j itit£ ii
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Notethat (z. )appearsin the expression because only proportion G(Z )of
it it
the random sample ofTt observations generate an observed Y1.
It is straighcfortjard to prove that the secondterm in equation (A3)




Theinteresting aspect of (A3) is that the first termconverges to a proper
normal randomvariable if
a120. Thisis so because of the explicit
exact dependencebuilt into successive values ofAi —thatare all based
on the same set of probit coefficient estimates.
Infact,
T i(A —A ) 2 £i i
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Then it is the casethat -





wherethe variance does not converge to zero.
The two terms in(A3)are asymptotically independent. (The proof
is trivia], and hence is omitted.) Now we derive the distributionof the
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and
Li
has been previously defined.
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Underthe null hypothesis of nosampleselection bias,—,and
a22 B 4, B is the standard leastsquares estimator for the variance—covariance
matrix of the regression coefficients. In thegeneral case, the parameters
of4, are estimable so that B *B'isestimable.
One may also derive approrimite cas estimatorsthat do not converge
in distribution to the GLS estimators with knownA. The essential ingredients
of their derivation are available fromprevious results. Let denote
£ thenumber of observations on configuration £ thatappear in the selected
sample. Array the observations so that the first observations are on














and i1is ax 1 vector of "ls". Now Z is a positive definite matrix so
EPP,




























(see,e.g., Graybill (1969), Tbm. 8.3.3).
Let the 1 x (K1 + 1) data vector for observation I
(X11, A1), be









Notethat the elements of K are estimable.APPENDIX B.l
In the 1967 National Longitudinal Survey of the work experience
of women age 30—44, 5083 observations are available. The followingsample
selection criteria were imposed to reach a usable sample of 1735women, 812
of whom work in 1966. The number of observations failing to meeta criteria
is given in the column to to the right of the rejection criterion. Observations
may be rejected for any of the reasons listed, and a given observation may
be rejected for several reasons.
(1) Nonwhite 1477
(2) Married Spouse present 1019
(3)Farmers 252
(4) Missing husband's income 421
(5) Missing annualhoursof husband 336
(Including no work group)
(6) Missingwife'sexperience 301
(7)Missing wage data on wife 126
Assets were assigned in 165 cases. An equation is fit on the available 1570
observations. The equation is
Assets(1967) ——6891+73(wife's experience)
+1647 (wife's education) + 466.4(number of children less than six)
+806.8 (husband's education) + 2040 (husband's age) —17.475
(husband's age squared).
48APPENDIX B.2
Sample Means of the Data Used in the Analysis
(From 1967 National Longitudinal Survey of the Work Experience of Women30—44)
Workers Total Sample
NumberofObservations 812 1735
Number of children less than 6 .312 .565
Assets ($) 11,711 11,974
Eusband's 1966 hourly wage 3.45 3.73
rate ($/hr)
Wife's education (yrs.) 11.42 11.29
Labor force experience (yrs.) 10.63 7.80
Wife's annualhoursworked 1289
Wife's hourly wage rate 2.12
A .6412 1.12
49APPENDIX C.l
The histograms for reported weeks workedin1966,reported annual
hoursworked,andestimatedhours worked based on a division of 1966earnings
byaquestionnaire wage rate are displayed In that order. Theordinate gives
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